TechnologyOne

Business Intelligence
Information at your fingertips
Gain a real-time view of organisation-wide trends, opportunities and
challenges. Generate instant results and make informed business
decisions. Effectively monitor KPIs using dashboards with multi-level
drill down to transactions.

Consolidate vast amounts of
transactional data into relevant, timely
and accurate information to make
sound business decisions and seize
opportunities quickly.

Overview
Integrate, share and centrally manage data across the entire business. Eliminate
information silos and allow data to be queried from enterprise applications, without
the complexity of traditional business intelligence solutions.
Make informed decisions
Embed business intelligence in your enterprise
solution. Enable decisions using analysis of realtime data, leveraging financial and non-financial
information in a single product. Capture your
business intelligence data as it is created, providing
transparency and accountability across your business.
Devolve BI throughout your organisation
Proactively push information across your organisation
with a unique workplace that provides one interface, in
one location. Use dashboards tailored to specific roles
in the organisation, delivering the right information
to the fingertips of the users that need it.
Drive company-wide performance
Break down business silos by bringing all enterprise
information into a single place to monitor and improve
business performance across all departments.

Report in real-time
Use critical business and operational metrics combined
with full integration and drill-down capability to take the
right action, at the right time, with immediate results.
Integrate information across multiple systems
Combine information from both TechnologyOne
and external systems to improve reporting. Use
TechnologyOne Business ETL to bring in data from
external systems to a central data warehouse.
Reduce time to realise value
Quickly implement business intelligence by leveraging
existing integration to TechnologyOne products, ease of
use, a focus on the business user, and simple third party
product integration, for immediate business benefits.

Our enterprise software enables access from any device, any where, any time;
and either on premise or via the TechnologyOne Cloud.

“BI is the icing on the cake when it comes to easily
pulling budgets together, or drilling down across the
four groups I manage. What’s more, the dashboard
provides a simple and fast way to obtain a summary
view of data at an executive level.”
Eamonn Tobin, Executive Manager - Information Services, North East Water

Business Intelligence enables you to...
Make strategic decisions quickly
to meet time constraints

View business performance
across all departments

Accurately measure
workforce performance

Deliver comprehensive
financial reports

Have total visibility over
day-to-day operations

Control spending by drilling
down to core transactions

Hone in on weak performing areas

Seamlessly share and use data
within the TechnologyOne suite

View precise sales
figures and revenue

Business Intelligence functionality
Corporate Performance Management
Reporting

Automation

Business Intelligence

Strategy & Planning

XLOne Enterprise

Business ETL

BI Analysis

Enterprise Budgeting

BI Dashboards

Performance Planning

Publisher

TechnologyOne Enterprise Suite

For more information visit, TechnologyOneCorp.com
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When you invest in a TechnologyOne solution you benefit
from a direct relationship with us every step of the way. We do
not use
implementation
partners
or value-added resellers.
making
life
simple
We take
complete
responsibility
for
building, marketing,
Transforming business,
selling, implementing, supporting and running our enterprise
solution for each customer to guarantee long-term success.

The
Co power of evolution

A deep understanding and engagement with our seven key
markets means we can deliver to our customers integrated,
preconfigured solutions that provide proven practice,
streamline implementations and reduce time, cost and risk.

through an enterprise solution that adapts and evolves by
embracing new technologies, concepts and innovation.
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Preconfigured enterprise software solutions
reduce time, cost and risk
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Market focus and
commitment
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The power of one

The power of a single, integrated enterprise solution
Experience the power of a single, integrated enterprise
solution built on a single modern platform with a consistent
look and feel.
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One vision. One vendor. One experience.
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Our enterprise vision
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Transforming business,
making life simple
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Simplicity, not complexity
Enterprise software, incredibly simple
Software that embraces consumer concepts and expectations
to deliver solutions that are incredibly easy to use and remove
complexity.

BI005-0314

TechnologyOne (ASX:TNE) is Australia’s largest publicly listed software company, with offices across six countries. We create
solutions that transform business and make life simple for our customers. We do this by providing powerful, deeply integrated
enterprise software that is incredibly easy to use. Over 1,000 leading corporations, government departments and statutory
authorities are powered by our software.
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